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Welcome to the THE LANTERN, the official newsletter of 
the Sigma Phi Epsilon New Jersey Zeta Alumni & Vol-
unteer Corporation! We are proud to continue to share 
updates about the AVC and the undergraduate chapter 
with you. Please enjoy the hard work of the AVC and 
our contributors in this first issue of 2018. 

First up, some health news about Bo, infant son of  
Brother Jeremy Goldfarb #193, and how you can help 
BATTLE WITH BO.
 
Next is a remembrance of Brother OLIVER GILLER #58 

(Page 4) by Brother Steve Sutow #19.

Then we have our A LETTER FROM THE AVC PRESIDENT by 
Tony Whalen #7 (Page 8), who reflects on summer-
time and the work the AVC has done all year.  

Next is coverage of BERGER BASH (Page 9), our 5th  
annual brotherhood through basketball event. 

On Page 10 and 11 is a photo recap of 2017 HOMECOMING  
and a preview of 2018 Homecoming. 

AVC President Tony Whalen #7 talks about the   
VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR award (Page 12) given at Carlson 
Leadership Academy.

Rob Schulte #93 gives his CHAPTER COUNSELOR UPDATE  on 
a busy year for the undergraduate chapter (Page 13).

Next is CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2018. Meet the 
newest members of the AVC (Page 15). 

And finally, a glimpse of some of the spectacular  
PHOTOGRAPHY by Brother Chris Manning #132 (Page 16). 

Yours in brotherhood,

Wright Seneres #13
wright@wrightseneres.com
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Please support Brother Jeremy  
Goldfarb #193 and his wife  
Amanda defray the medical 

costs of their newborn Bodhi.

Three-month old “Tiny Bo” has 
spent multiple visits in the PICU 
and NICU, and needs additional 
tests and procedures at Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia. 

The Goldfarbs are selling “Battle 
With Bo” bracelets to raise funds. 
Visit the Battle With Bo Facebook 
event to buy your bracelet:

Battle with Bo Read more about  
Bo’s story at

heartofgold191991774. 
wordpress.com.  

facebook.com/events/ 
1053543228138504/

PHOTO courtesy of Jeremy Goldfarb

Battle For Bo Flapjack Fundraiser
Saturday August 18, 8-10am  
Applebee’s, Toms River, NJ

facebook.com/events/ 
278031646273425/.  
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http://sigepnjzavc.com
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mailto:mailto:wright%40wrightseneres.com?subject=Lantern
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https://heartofgold191991774.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1053543228138504/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1053543228138504/
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I came to Rider University as a Chemistry major. In my 
Sophomore year, I took a year of Organic Chemistry,  
perhaps the most difficult college course I have  

experienced. My assigned lab partner in Organic Chemistry 
was a genius. She was smart, friendly, and like me despised 
Chemistry, but was taking the course work so she could  
pursue a higher degree in physical and occupational therapy. 
We bonded over our mutual hatred of the class, and mutual 
struggles with it. Her name was Susanne Herbert.

Susanne used to complain to me in our discussions that her 
boyfriend from high school had dropped out of college at  
Lehigh University to pursue a tech startup job, and she  
worried that he might not succeed in the company, or in 
completing his education. Suzy and I became good friends 
and had many such discussions.

Suzy graduated from Rider after that class. I remained 
at Rider for 2 more years. In my junior year, we inducted  
brother #58 into the chapter, Oliver Giller. Oliver spoke in 
a high voice, laughed at every joke (no matter how dumb), 
and was friendly to everyone. Oliver, in his whole life, could  
never say anything negative. He would enjoy every moment 
like nobody I ever met. He could not speak ill of anyone, and 
he would find the fun or positivity in everything, now matter 
how much we would all complain.

Oliver came around to meet me at a time I was running 
my own DJ business. I needed to move all of my compact 
discs (pre MP3) into pro-sleeves to fit them in my new-

PHOTO courtesy of Susanne Giller
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Steve Sutow (red arrow) and a crew of SigEps at 
Oliver’s (gold arrow) bachelor party, 2008

Oliver Giller





est storage cabinet, and needed to find 
3,000 pro-sleeves. Oliver made a project of  
meeting every brother in the chapter before 
he was inducted. Oliver decided to utilize 
this time to get to know me, and we spent an  
entire day running from one music store to  
another to accomplish this mission. We went 
to every music store from Trenton to Edison 
to find 3,000 pro sleeves. Over this time, we  
bonded and became very good friends. 
From that day forward, whenever Oliver or I  
needed to run errands, we would call each 
other and the other would tag along for the 
ride.

No matter what the project, Oliver was  
always along as my sidekick. Whenever  
he had a project, I became his sidekick.  
Oliver progressed in school, and struggled 
with writing. I helped him get through his  
papers. He was a genius with science 
and computers, but could not express  
himself or write well. It was part of the  
reason   he   dropped  out of Lehigh. He would   
bring papers to me, and I always would help 
him formulate his thoughts into something 
more cogent. Then he excelled.

Oliver re-programmed the IPX network 
(pre-WiFi) at the dorms to think it was a  
Battle.net network, which allowed us to link 
all of our computers and have 8 way battles 
in Worms, Armageddon, and Starcraft. We 
would game for hours. When there was snow 
or rain, he would crash in my dorm room. He 
always would come up with fun pranks or  
adventures to share with the brothers, and 
would get everyone excited to participate in 
the fun.

Later on, he brought his girlfriend from 
high school to our formal, and what a  
surprise it was for me that it turned out 
to be Susanne Herbert, my old Organic  
Chemistry lab partner. Ollie was surprised 
that I was already friends with Susanne, and 
I was pleasantly surprised to learn they were 
high school sweethearts.

Over the remainder of our time at Rider, we 
became best friends and inseparable. When 
I was nominated for homecoming King, Ol-
iver was a force of organization behind my 
candidacy. I became Homecoming King with 

PHOTOS courtesy of Susanne Giller
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him by my side. Oliver was obsessed with tools 
and DIY projects, and I accompanied him to Home  
Depot or Lowe’s on hundreds of tool expeditions, to  
ensure he always had the latest and greatest tool 
for every job.

My Senior year of college, we both realized we had 
no spring break plans, and decided (last minute) 
to drive 24 hours straight to Orlando with Mahnaz 
Shirrazi, our mutual friend. The three of us had a 
spontaneous Disney adventure I will never forget.

Oliver and I graduated together.  Oliver then went 
off to work in venture capital in South Africa 
and then Ecuador. Despite the distance, and his  
struggles with his long distance relationship with 
Susanne, we managed to remain close friends. 
He would call with with interesting stories from 
abroad and I would give him the latest news from 
SigEp at Rider.

Oliver returned from overseas, and (finally)  
proposed to Susanne. When she said yes, I may 
have been the first person he called, and he asked 
me to be his best man. I was honored, ecstatic and 
blown away by his request. Oliver was married at 
a church in Princeton, and we took wedding party 
photos on the front steps of Princeton University 
Library. Our wedding party was just a fun group 
of people, and we hid flasks in the bridesmaids’ 
flower baskets. Needless to say, our pictures were 
awesome.

In 2004, I went off to law school in Indiana. When 
I left my position with the State of New Jersey, 
Oliver was unemployed. I therefore fought hard 
with my boss and got Oliver the position (which 
changed from finance manager to data manager 
to suit his talents). Oliver worked in that position 
until this past January, when he could no longer 
physically work due to his illness.

Oliver threw an early 30th Birthday party for me a 
few weeks early at his house in Titusville to wish 
me well. The gift he gave me was a framed photo 
from his wedding party, which still remains hang-
ing in my house (and I will never take it down).

In 2011, Oliver was diagnosed with brain cancer. 
I was living in California and new in my legal ca-
reer working 80 to 100 hours a week at a big firm. 
I called in every favor, and took every free day I 
could to fly back to New Jersey and visit with Ol-
iver. After his surgery, I flew back to New Jersey, 

grabbed him at home and we ran errands together 
for two days.  I even had the good fortune of being in  
attendance for his daughter Julia’s first birthday (his 
son Alex was then 3 years old). We were overjoyed 
when he was given a cancer-free bill of health later 
that year.

Oliver and I remained in touch, not as often as I 
would like, over the years since. In 2016, we cele-
brated our 20th anniversary as a chapter in Princ-
eton, and Oliver came out to the celebration and it 
was like we both never left. Shortly after our cele-
bration, Oliver told us his cancer might be back, but 
it was just a blip on an MRI and he would start che-
motherapy again. Oliver was in remission for almost 
six years, but the cancer came back in 2017.

I spoke with Oliver a couple of times over this period, 
and he was always positive. He said he would beat it 
again, and he would see his kids graduate from high 
school. This January, Susanne reached out to me to tell 
me the therapies had not worked, and Oliver was not 
doing well. I made plans to come for a visit in April or 
May, but Susanne said he might not make it. Then we 
spoke in early February and she told me he had weeks, 
not months and I should come sooner. Oliver’s cancer 
progressed rapidly and it is taking him sooner than 
any of us would like.

Oliver celebrated his 44th birthday last weekend. He 
has lost his ability to speak or communicate, to move, 
to eat and is now in Hospice. His son Alex is now 10 
years old, and his daughter Julia is 8. At the time I am 
writing this, I am on a plane back to California after 
saying goodbye to the best person I have ever known 
and one of my best friends in life. I am heartbroken 
for my friend and for his family that is being robbed 
of a great man.

Some of you were lucky to have known Oliver, and I 
am sorry for the rest of you reading this that are just 
learning about him now, when it is too late to know 
him. It is your poor fortune if you did not know Oliver 
Giller. I will never forget him.

Steve Sutow, Esq. #19
February 2018

Oliver Giller passed away on March 2, 2018.
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arrow) and bridal party pose for a fun one, 2008

ON THE COVER

I’m thrilled to share this portrait of Oliver Giller. 
Oliver is the person who first introduced me to 
the concept of Open Source. He is easily the 
largest philosophical influence on my life, and 
helped to form what I list amongst the most 
important beliefs that I have. I lost touch with 
him after he graduated from Rider University 
about 9 years ago, but always remembered the 
things that he introduced me to, including the 
GNU Image Manipulation Program, Linux, and 
the GNU General Public License.

Within the last 2 years or so, though, we’ve 
reconnected, and I’m happy to say that we are 
even doing a project together, which I’m doing 
this sketch for. I’m less happy to report that 
Oliver had to undergo brain surgery recently 
which left him with a scar, and in Oliver’s work to 
recover he donated a picture of his new stitches 
and asked that I do something creative with it 
for our project, essentially a journal of his recent 
health issues.

John LeMasney, April 5, 2010
Reprinted courtesy of John LeMasney

“

”

http://www.wilsonapple.com/obituaries/Oliver-P-Giller?obId=2981134#/obituaryInfo
http://lemasney.com/consulting/2010/04/05/oliver-giller-lemasney-consulting/
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Thanks to everyone who came to the 
5th Annual Berger Basketball Bash 
in February! Rider got a big 83-82 

MAAC win against Canisius. 

by frank romano ‘10Berger Bash 
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reetings All!

Summertime is great for reflection,  
relaxation and rejuvenation.

From our 2017 Homecoming State of the 
AVC address to the Senior Transition 
program from Rob Schulte and Eric Wright 
to Atul Sharma’s fantastic Networking 
Presentation to our Annual Football Game 
and then representing at the Soccer game, 
we had a great day.

We represented at our Brother Oliver  
Giller’s last days. We thank Brother Steve 
Sutow for his commitment, time and  
expertise in helping the Giller family. 

Thank you to all the Brothers who
showed Virtue, Diligence and Brother-
ly Love in our Lifetime Responsibility of 
Brotherhood supporting each other during 
good times and hard times. I love seeing 
Brothers spending time, sharing their lives 
and having fun together. 

We celebrated life with many births,  
marriages and career events that truly 
show our Chapter and Alumni Family  
growing.  Congratulations to all. Keep 
driving for success. Keep striving for your 
personal and professional best. Keep  
thriving together. 

From Carlson Leadership Academy and 
winning the Volunteer of the Year Award, 
to the 5th Annual Berger Basketball Bash to 
the SigEp Social at Triumph to the Career 
Preparedness Event, we had a lot going 
on and it was great to see more Brothers, 
Family and Friends join in the fun.

A Letter from the AVC President
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Please consider joining or getting re- 
engaged with some of our meetings and 
programs, especially if you haven’t been 
around in a while, and see what our AVC is 
all about- Leaders, Scholars, Athletes, and 
Gentlemen. 

Sincerely,

Tony Whalen #7
AVC President
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2017 Homecoming 

The Group Shot at the 2017 SigEp Homecoming Football Game

All Photos by Tony Whalen
(except where noted)

The Official T-shirt of 2017  
Homecoming

Senior Transition A well-attended session by Eric Wright and Rob Schulte (below), with Atul Sharma (top right) giving a great 
presentation. Below right: Tony Whalen and SigEp District Governor Matt Englehardt.
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The Players pose around MVPs Mike Santaniello (center left) and Dalin 
Hackley (center right)

The Presidents Whalen and Dell’Omo at the Homecoming Game

Luis’ Cube Undergraduate 
Brother Luis Ovando 
dazzles Brother Chuck 
Ott with his Rubik’s 
Cube skills

Join us on
October 27,
2018! 
It’s almost time for 
the 22nd Annual SigEp 
Homecoming, and we’re 
partnering with Rider’s 
Homecoming festivities!

Watch the AVC Facebook 
page for forthcoming 
event details. 
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Congratulations to our AVC 
President Tony Whalen, 
winner of a Volunteer of 

the Year Award at the 2018 
Carlson Leadership Acade-
mies. 

The Volunteer of the Year 
Award “recognizes volunteers 
who have given outstanding 
volunteer service that had a 
significant impact on either 
the AVC or the undergraduate 
chapter over the past year.” 

One of only 23 winners in 
2018, Whalen is the first 
member of New Jersey Zeta to 
win the Volunteer of the Year 
award at Carlson. He also 
one the same award in 2017.   
Our AVC won the Operational 
Excellence Award in 2017 as 
well. Our Chapter Counselor, 
Rob Schulte, won the New 
Volunteer of the Year award 
in 2016. 

Volunteer of the Year 
Hello brothers!  

It’s been a busy year with the men 
of NJ Zeta. On February 24th, we held 
our most recent Career Networking 
event as part of our Senior Transition 
program. Rob Giorgio led a spirited 
presentation on “soft skills” while 
other alumni, including Eric Wright, 
John Carroll, and Shaun Bartole met 
in small groups with brothers sharing 
their professional expertise and career 
experienced with the undergraduate 
brothers. Our Senior Transition pro-
gram continued in the spring, as the 
graduating seniors attended an AVC  
meeting, and were welcomed into 
our Alumni group and received ducal 
crowns.

Our Faculty advisers have been hard at 
work, revamping our RLC (residential 
learning community) and our AMP  
(Academic Mentoring Program).  
Brothers host and attend educational 
programming led by professors and 
content experts, watch TED Talks and 
host discussion, travel to historical and 
natural sites, and other programs  
designed to bring the learning outside 
of the classroom and into their housing 
and daily lives. Brothers in need of  
help have been paired with tutors and  
academic mentors, and study halls and 
tutoring sessions are being held on a 
regular basis.  

Our Mentoring Committee has also 
made a strong return this year, with 
mentors for the entire undergraduate 
executive board, as well as mentors 
for the Challenge Coordinators, and a 
mentor for the Balanced Man Schol-
arship. In addition to this mentorship, 
our AVC has taken an active and in-
volved role in helping the undergrad-

Chapter Counselor Update

Continued on next page

We are proud of our Volunteer Alumni who are 
recognized in our District for excellence while giving 
of their time, energy, and passion for building 
Balanced Men.  

At Zollinger House Undergraduate Brother Luis Ovando after finishing 
Ruck Leadership Institute, Summer 2018
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Senior Transition Brothers about to graduate get some early professional 
development. Chapter Counselor Rob Schulte at far right.
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Congratulations to the Class of 2018!
Top row first, left to right. 

Khalil Witt, Matthew Esposito, Agaazi Berhane, Rayjohn Felicia, Farhan Munaim, Jaymie Nieves, 
Theodore (Teddy) Xylportas, Dave Alison, Justin DiScascio, Cole Nelson, William Harmonay, 

Brandon Ferris, Thomas Shaffer, Mike Quagliato, Joseph Pauline
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uates improve their operations and create a 
balanced and sustainable plan for finance and 
dues collection.  

The Undergraduates have been busy at work, 
planning effective programming, working 
with the mentors and advisers, and building 
a lasting bond of brotherhood. The Brothers 
raised hundreds of dollars with the “Shave-a-
SigEp” fundraiser this semester, and helped 
raise thousands participating in Rider’s 
Relay for Life. “SAVE Week (Sexual Assault 
and Violence Education) continues this fall as 
the brothers to continue to take the lead in 
ending sexual assault on campus. Congratu-
lations are due to Vice President of Member 
Development Luis Ovando who will be rep-
resenting the chapter at the Ruck Leadership 
Institute this summer. 

Lastly, I’d like to take an opportunity to  
welcome Eric Wright as our new Balanced 
Man Steward.  Eric will be working directly 
with the chapter to create strong challenges 
and development programming for the  
brothers. He will also assist the brothers 
as the Balanced Man Program App is rolled 
out in the coming year and mentor the VP 
of Member Development. Eric has already 
jumped into the roll, completing a through 
training and on-boarding program, meeting 
with brothers, attending chapter meetings, 
and communicating regularly with the  
brothers to help them in their growth. I look 
forward to working with Eric in the future.

We are always looking for help and mentors, 
if you are interested in mentoring, donating,  
or sharing your skills and abilities, please 
reach out to me at Robert.Schulte@ymail.com

Fraternally,

Rob Schulte #93
Chapter Counselor, NJ Zeta


Be sure to join our 
chapter LinkedIn 

group!

↸
Check out the AVC 

website:
sigepnjzavc.com


Read THE LANTERN
online including 
previous issues!


Like the AVC on 

Facebook!

↸
Check out the 

chapter website:
sigepnjzeta.org

Connect
with us!

Got some great news?
Share it with your brothers!

Send your news to Tony Whalen at 
tnice7@yahoo.com

and see it in The Lantern!
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Star StaX and more
See more of Brother Chris Manning’s photography 
at flickr.com/link-0 and on Instagram at  
@bear_essential_photography.

http://flickr.com/link-0
http://instagram.com/bear_essential_photography

